PUBLIC NOTICE  
Dated: 15.06.2020

Subject: Adding Of Two More Cities In Application Form for All India AYUSH Post Graduation Entrance Test (AIAPGET)-2020.

In view of many requests received from students and the hardships faced by them due to COVID-19 epidemic. The National Testing Agency (NTA) has decided to add two more cities in Kerala (i.e. Kannur and Kozhikode) for All India AYUSH Post Graduation Entrance Test (AIAPGET)-2020.

Those candidates who have submitted the application form can edit their city of examination at the time of correction period. Choice of city will be available on first come first serve basis and based on availability of seat.

The candidates are requested to undertake the correction(s) very carefully at the time when we open the correction window as no further chance of correction will be provided to the candidates.

The detailed schedule mentioning revised dates of downloading of Admit Cards and of Examination will be displayed on NTA website(s) ntaaiapget.nic.in and www.nta.ac.in later on. NTA would keep students updated about the latest developments and would inform about changes with ample time.

The candidates and their parents are advised to keep visiting the above websites for latest updates.

For latest updates or query call at 8287471852, 8178359845, 9650173668, 9599676953 and 882356803 or mail at aiapget@nta.ac.in for any further clarification.

DR VINEET JOSHI  
(DIRECTOR GENERAL)